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Abstract

The focus in this paper is to study whether business incubation can provide
entrepreneurial start-ups with critical network resources. We make a distinction
between incubator-provided network resources and start-ups’ “own” external
network resources that are unrelated to the incubator context. Although there
has been an increasing number of studies examining incubated entrepreneurs’
network resources, to our knowledge, this is the first study that explicitly
compares incubator-provided network resources and start-ups’ own external
network resources. Analyzing the results from qualitative interviews with start-up
tenants at a technology incubator in Bergen, Norway, we find that network
resources acquired by the start-ups’ own efforts (rather than network resources
facilitated by an incubator) were most critical in all phases of enterprise
development. They played a crucial role in terms of idiosyncratic (non-generic)
knowledge generation as drivers of innovation, catalysts for financial contributors,
and as a means to organizational reputation and market access. Nevertheless,
internal networking with other incubator firms and external network resources
facilitated by the incubator were also helpful and complementary, but they were more
generic in nature and provided limited idiosyncratic resources. We also found that
incubator network resources tend to have traits similar to those of identity-based
network resources because they are not mainly governed by economic interests, but at
the same time, they are not path-dependent. Inter-tenant network resources, therefore,
can have nonbinding weak-ties properties and provide non-redundant information.

Keywords: Start-ups, Network resources, Business incubation, Entrepreneurship

Background
The focus in this paper is to study whether business incubation can provide entrepre-

neurial start-ups with critical network resources. A business incubator is defined as a

more or less formalized entity with an infrastructure intended to nurture incubated

start-ups with critical resources in the pursuit of survival and growth (partly derived

from Allen and Rahman 1985). Business incubation can provide the start-ups with re-

sources such as office space, counseling, and other basic services, but their purpose is also

to stimulate internal networking and exchange of knowledge between entrepreneurial

start-up firms (Hansen et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 2007; Sá and Lee 2012; Kitagawa and

Robertson 2012). Furthermore, business incubators should help tenants to build networks

with external companies, organizations, and other individuals (Hansen et al. 2000). All in

all, one can argue that business incubators may foster network resources, which we define
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as a firm’s access to information, knowledge, reputation, and input factors from a variety

of sources such as customers, suppliers, competitors, R&D institutions, and governmental

bodies (partly derived from Spithoven and Teirlinck 2015). The importance of

entrepreneurial start-ups’ network resources is clearly recognized in the scholarly

literature (Hite and Hesterly 2001; Coviello 2006; Pettersen and Tobiassen 2012;

Aarstad et al. 2010). Entrepreneurs can use network resources to generate or test

ideas, develop new technology, identify market opportunities (Chen and Wang

2008; Sullivan and Marvel 2011), obtain access to financial funding, and gain legitimacy

(Pettersen and Tobiassen 2012), to mention a few benefits.

To assess the potential benefits of business incubation, it is therefore critical to study

network resources provided by incubators, which include both internal networks

among tenants and external networks facilitated by the incubator. Yet to fully compre-

hend the genuine potential role of business incubation, it is also essential for investiga-

tors to compare start-ups’ external networks that go beyond the incubator milieu and

stem from the path-dependent trajectory of their own efforts and initiatives. In this

paper, we therefore make a distinction between (1) incubator-provided network re-

sources (internal and external) and (2) start-ups’ “own” external network resources

(which are unrelated to the incubator context). Accordingly, we emphasize a variety of

factors that are expected to ensure critical network resources to leverage the start-ups’

products and services and to enhance long-term growth.

The outline of the paper is as follows: First, we elaborate the concept of entrepre-

neurial start-ups’ network resources, and next, we review studies that have examined

incubated entrepreneurial start-ups’ network resources. In the following section, we

analyze and present the results from qualitative interviews with start-up tenants at a

technology incubator in Bergen, the second largest city in Norway and located on the

west coast. In the final section, we discuss our empirical findings in light of the existing

research literature, address the study’s limitations, and suggest avenues for future

research.

All in all, we argue that our contribution provides a nuanced picture of entrepreneur-

ial start-ups’ network resources residing within and beyond an incubator. Although

there has been an increasing number of studies examining incubated entrepreneurs’

network resources, to our knowledge, this is the first study that explicitly compares

incubator-provided (internal and external) network resources and start-ups’ own

external network resources. We therefore argue that our study fills an important gap in

the research literature on entrepreneurial start-ups in incubation.

Literature review

Start-ups’ network resources

A network encompasses a set of relationships with various agents or organizations

(Walter et al. 2006; Lechner and Dowling 2003). Each of these can provide a focal firm

with critical resources. The capability to acquire network resources is critical for entrepre-

neurial firms (Lechner et al. 2006). Walter et al. (2006) define firm capabilities such as the

ability to initiate, maintain, and utilize relationships with various external partners. Ac-

cording to Walter et al. (2006), relationships are also an important means of learning

about customers’ needs, so that the firm can develop marketable offerings. They found
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that the performance of university spinoffs was positively influenced by their network

capability. Mort and Weerawardena (2006) found that networking capability facilitates the

development of knowledge-intensive products and allows firms to identify and exploit

performance opportunities in international markets.

Building networks shortens and accelerates firms’ learning processes (Knight and

Cavusgil 1996; Zahra 2005). This is particularly vital for start-ups in their pursuit of

development and growth (Schutjens and Stam 2003; Sharma and Blomstermo 2003).

Their networks are therefore likely to change over time. According to Hite and Hesterly

(2001), identity-based networks, in which the social identity of the ties matters more than

the economic functions, are most important in the early stages of growth. However, over

time, calculative networks, in which purpose and functions are more important than the

identity of the ties, become essential (Hite and Hesterly 2001). This dynamic network

evolution is seen as reflecting start-ups’ need for resources and the availability of and

access to network resources in the various stages of firm development. Thus, in the early

growth stage, start-ups basically rely on identity-based networks that are path-dependent

because preexisting relationships make them easy to access. Path-dependent networks

can provide critical resources but are more restricted, smaller, and less diverse than cal-

culative networks (Hite and Hesterly 2001). At a later stage, when the firm has acquired

some reputation and legitimacy, it is willing and able to manage its network intentionally

and move beyond the path-dependent core networks. This shift is critical because

calculative networks can generally provide greater and more diverse resources and

are less redundant than identity-based networks (Hite and Hesterly 2001).

Generally, it is vital for firms to balance path-dependent networks and calculative

networks and to emphasize calculative networks at later stages. Start-ups’ network

resources may furthermore be heterogeneous or multiplex, fostering reputation and

market access, the sharing of knowledge, innovation, and technology transfer, and

access to financial investors (Lechner and Dowling 2003; Pettersen and Tobiassen

2012). Zheng et al. (2010) argue that the more heterogeneous the networks are,

the more diverse information and other resources the start-ups can acquire. Lechner et al.

(2006) show that having different types of networks is more important for firm develop-

ment than network size. Studies have also demonstrated that network heterogeneity helps

high-tech start-ups to grow and prosper (Baum et al. 2000; Powell et al. 1996), and Zhao

and Aram (1995) have shown that network breadth (and strength) was associated with

start-up growth.

Business incubation and network resources

The literature cited so far primarily emphasizes entrepreneurial networks and network

resources in general but does not consider that numerous entrepreneurs are incubated

and may hence also profit from incubator-provided network resources. Consequently,

it is critical for scholarly research to study both networks that are related to start-ups’

incubation and “private” external networks that extend beyond the incubator. In the

following review, we therefore pay particular attention to studies related to incubation

and incubator network resources.

Cooper et al. (2012, p. 433) note that “[b]usiness incubators strive to develop robust

business and social networks to bring value to their resident companies in the form of
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intellectual and material resources.” Sá and Lee (2012, p. 243) state that “[o]ne of the

central features of incubators is the provision of networking opportunities for tenants

to establish collaborative relationships with other organizations.” In line with this reason-

ing, Hansen et al. (2000, p. 75) note that “[m]ost business incubators provide office space,

funding, and basic services. The better ones also offer an extensive network of powerful

business connections, enabling fledging start-ups to beat their competitors to market.”

Although Hansen and colleagues found that only 26 % of the incubator executives

interviewed perceived that the incubator in fact provides organized networking, the

above statements indicate a consensus in the scholarly literature that the leveraging of

network resources should be a crucial mission for business incubators. However, in line

with the findings of Hansen et al., the following literature review indicates that the

empirical findings are somewhat mixed in this regard.

A recent Finnish study has emphasized the crucial role of multifaceted relations be-

tween incubator firms and how they can develop through different processes (Pellinen

2014). In another study in Denmark, Bøllingtoft and Ulhøi (2005) investigated various

facets of networking between incubator tenants, and their fieldwork revealed that mutual

trust is more important than formal contracts. Tenants do not cooperate “on command;”

many of the relationships are multiplex (e.g., friendship and business relations), and joint

activities appear to be formative for social ties. Physical proximity is a catalyst for relation-

ship formation (Bøllingtoft 2012; Bøllingtoft and Ulhøi 2005). Similar findings were

reported by Cooper et al. (2012) in their investigation of motivations and obstacles

to networking in a university incubator. Cooper and colleagues further reported

that “primary obstacles residents face… in networking… include lack of ongoing in-

formation about other residents, and lack of trust related to keeping information

about innovations and funding sources secure” (p. 433).

Chan and Lau (2005) evaluated a university technology business incubator program

in Hong Kong; their multiple case study of six incubators revealed that only one

appeared to have extensive relationships and knowledge sharing between the incubator

firms. A study by Schwartz and Hornych (2008) in Germany examined whether industrial

sector specialization incubation would foster internal networking among incubator

tenants, but the authors uncovered deficiencies in this regard. A follow-up study did not

show that incubator specialization increased internal networking (Schwartz and Hornych

2010). According to Battisti and McAdam (2012), graduate entrepreneurs in incubation

face challenges with reference to relational and cognitive dimensions of social capital,

which may partly explain Schwartz and Hornych’s findings.

A Taiwanese survey indicated that incubator tenants’ proactive use of incubator social

capital is positively associated with technological capability, managerial competence,

and incubation satisfaction (Fang et al. 2010). Recently, a Canadian study by Sá and Lee

(2012) reported that networks with crucial stakeholders were created in a major

technology incubator (e.g., accounting firms, government agencies, venture capital

firms, and research institutes). Some respondents reported that “the social milieu

of incubators may be a source of networking opportunities that can translate into

business opportunities” (p. 248); thus, it appears that incubator facilities can provide

access to credibility and an extended network for the tenants. Nevertheless, the same

study concluded that it “seemed almost impractical for the incubator to fully address each

of the tenant’s networking needs according to their industry and business plans” (p. 251).
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Tötterman and Sten (2005) evaluated three non-profit business incubators in Finland,

reporting that “tenants generally experienced that the incubator can, at least to some

extent, help them find access to appropriate business networks” (p. 502). “However,

each tenant is an individual [firm], and incubators seem to find it hard to systematically

tailor-make their services to serve effectively each individual tenant” (p. 503). In a simi-

lar vein, a UK-based survey of incubator tenants reported that “incubators often

generalize their network support without considering that firms may develop different

networks based on their needs” (Soetanto and Jack 2011, p. 127). A follow-up study

concluded that “network support for incubator firms can be improved… [and] not all

incubator firms have the same needs” (Soetanto and Jack 2013, p. 432). Tötterman and

Sten’s (2005) contribution from Finland also reported that relationships between ten-

ants were not particularly sophisticated: “In practice, the existing relationships are

mainly basic information exchange, often related to daily issues” (p. 502).

McAdam and McAdam (2006, p. 87) concluded in a study from Ireland that the

“incubator environment enhances the development of social networks that act to

support the new entrepreneur during the vital stages of firm foundation. Furthermore, the

networks have a key role in facilitating the design and implementation of firm growth

strategies.” In another study from Ireland, 79 % of the respondents reported that incuba-

tion provides increased and productive network with peers, but they rank such networks

to be of low importance (Stephens and Onofrei 2012).

Taken together, the reviewed studies generally indicate that a crucial mission of business

incubators is to enable the tenants to leverage network resources internally and with ex-

ternal agents. However, a number of the studies have reported that these activities have

proven challenging. Inter-tenant networking is limited and business incubators’ mission

to foster external network resources is also limited and not particularly adapted “to serve

effectively each individual tenant” (Tötterman and Sten 2005, p. 503). It thus appears that

network resources shaped through network incubation also tend to be generic in nature.

In addition, it is interesting to note that incubation studies are practically silent on com-

paring the value and characteristics of the path-dependent trajectory of the tenants’ “pri-

vate” networks established prior to incubation and in parallel with incubation. Sá and Lee

(2012, p. 248) addressed this issue when referring to incubator start-ups, claiming that

“most of their strategic relations were established before locating at MaRS [the incubator]

or through their own effort,” but we lack systematic knowledge of how incubator tenants

may combine incubator network resources with “private” external network resources.

No start-up is conceived in a vacuum, and business ideas are generally initiated prior

to incubation. To comprehend fully the nature of incubated network resources, it is ac-

cordingly crucial to emphasize how start-ups potentially combine “private” external

network resources with incubator-provided internal and external network resources.

Because most start-ups not only need generic resources but also depend on specific or

idiosyncratic resources for their particular business, it is reasonable to assume that “pri-

vate” network resources will play a relatively crucial role for incubated tenants; we will

address and examine this issue further in the empirical section.

Results
This section analyzes the data provided from the 10 incubator firms. First, we describe

the external networks of the start-ups that go beyond the incubator and stem from the
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tenants’ “private” path-dependent trajectory of personal or professional relations. Then,

we explain the internal networking within the incubator; finally, we focus on extended

network resources facilitated by the incubator management. In the analyses, we

emphasize the general experience of the start-ups, and we attempt to reveal their network

opportunities both within and beyond the incubator.

Incubator firms’ “private” external network resources

The majority of the entrepreneurs had acquired diverse network resources through

education or work experience, which proved valuable for their ventures in their critical

start-up phase (i.e., identity-based networks, cf. Hite and Hesterly 2001). Four of the

firms in the emergence phase, and one early growth firm, had entrepreneurial teams

composed of people with whom they had preexisting relations, such as friends or ac-

quaintances from previous work or study. One informant stated that the firm’s present

network was mostly composed of “those people we knew before locating at the

incubator.”

Most start-ups needed pilot customers, which they had to seek proactively beyond

their previously established networks (i.e., calculative based networks, cf. Hite and

Hesterly 2001). Early growth entrepreneurs in particular had this proactive attitude

toward networking. Pilot customers were especially crucial to provide feedback on

products and technology and to define the potential market and user preferences.

Technology development is costly and time-consuming; hence, it is critical to iden-

tify customer needs early. With some exceptions, the majority of the venture ideas

were technology driven and not particularly based on user needs. Research-based

technologies and advanced technology platforms in particular were far from being

specific commercial products. Some pilot customers were financial contributors to

research projects and partly financed the firms’ technology development by licensing and

buying prototypes and through what has been labelled industrial R&D contracts (facili-

tated by Innovation Norway, a governmental body).

The pilot customers therefore contributed multiple and multiplex resources to the

development and growth of the start-ups. Large and well-known pilot customers addition-

ally functioned as reputational agents enhancing the start-ups’ legitimacy. The incubator

firms expected (or wished) that pilot customers would become future loyal customers; yet

because of product and technology uncertainties, the pilot customers would not often

fully commit themselves to the projects before they were completed.

Access to financial resources was critical for most of the firms in the technology de-

velopment phase. In addition to pilot customers, most entrepreneurs obtained grants

from Innovation Norway. Generally, it was difficult to obtain financial resources from

private investors, because early phase ventures were typically perceived as high-risk

projects. Nevertheless, four of the start-ups had succeeded in attracting bank or industry

investors, albeit for a limited period, while others were in the process of searching for in-

vestors. However, a number of the start-ups were skeptical of investors who anticipated a

major influence over the venture’s future course. Some therefore preferred to maintain

ownership control of their venture at this early stage as they perceived that “selling out”

would also mean “losing control.” Research-based technology projects were often funded

by research programs, while other complex technology projects without a research base
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typically struggled to obtain financial resources. Hence, the start-ups relied on various

sources to finance the ventures’ early development and growth, such as public organiza-

tions (e.g., grants from Innovation Norway), the Research Council of Norway, regional

banks, and other industrial investors.

The majority of the firms essentially developed the technology in-house with internal

technology knowledge and resources. In addition, some firms outsourced specific pro-

gramming and developing tasks to external organizations and consultants, in Norway

and abroad. These relationships can be labelled knowledge, innovation, and technology

networks (Lechner and Dowling 2003; Pettersen and Tobiassen 2012). As the technol-

ogy and product are critical assets in the entrepreneurial venture, they preferred to

keep fundamental technology development in-house to avoid the risk of copying. Two

firms with research-based technologies needed external R&D partners to develop them.

External researchers contributed to the development of some of the ventures’ technology.

Hence, external R&D partners functioned as knowledge, innovation, and technology net-

works for these firms. Overall, research-based entrepreneurial firms had extensive R&D

networks that were critical to leveraging the enterprise.

For the majority of the firms in the emergence phase, their “private” network had a

high proportion of ties where some form of identity-based personal or social relation-

ship motivated their actions. This goes for entrepreneurial team formation, acquiring

pilot customers, and technology development. For the firms in the early growth phase,

their network was more multiplex, mostly with a mix of identity and calculative ties. As

firms in the early growth phase require more extensive and a wider range of resources

than were first needed, there is a tendency to move from identity to calculative ties.

To summarize, the “private” external network resources were mainly acquired

through the start-ups’ own efforts, rather than facilitated by the incubator. The start-ups’

“private” external networks can be described as critical resources that enabled the firms to

develop their technology and venture further. We label these network resources “idiosyn-

cratic” because they satisfied the firms’ specific and individual needs.

Network resources developed internally among start-ups in the incubator

Few start-ups found collaboration partners within the incubator that could provide crit-

ical network resources. (The only exceptions were the two firms originating in “start-up

communities” that are now collaborating to leverage a spinoff. We will discuss them

below.) Nevertheless, the start-ups communicated with other incubator firms and espe-

cially emphasized the sharing of entrepreneurial experience. Most incubator firms ex-

changed knowledge and experiences related to the various phases in developing a

business. In fact, they found it valuable to share such experiences, because they could

learn from each other and provide mutual moral support. Even though most firms had

different technologies targeting different markets, they had to undergo the same critical

phases: technology development, production, and sales and marketing. As one inform-

ant put it: “Even though we have different products and technologies, and we target a

different market from other incubated firms, we evolve through the same stages of

emergence and growth. The challenges that we face and the experiences we gain are

similar and transferable.” Another informant emphasized the generic resources that the

different firms were able to share: “[The sharing of] accounting and auditing tips, tax
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reduction schemes and those things. Everyone will encounter these, and we should be

able to share experiences and discuss them openly without secrecy.” Inter-tenant net-

working was thus mostly related to general or generic challenges that most start-ups

face in the early growth stage: managing technology transitions, preparing for investors,

taxation and auditing, and negotiating with customers and other critical stakeholders.

The firms shared these experiences openly without secrecy, because they had a more

generic character. Most start-ups recognized that they differed widely with respect to

products and markets and it was difficult to find partners with matching knowledge at

the incubator. Furthermore, some start-ups were reluctant to share business secrets and

their “own” network resources because of potential rivalry. This was especially so for in-

vestor resources, which are scarce in Bergen. As one tenant put it: “All start-ups compete

for the same money; hence, there is no exchange of information in this regard.”

Another reason for the limited inter-tenant information sharing was the lack of

knowledge about other tenants. Without necessary knowledge, it is difficult to identify

potential synergies and areas for collaboration. All incubator firms had some contact

with other tenants, but they lacked the comprehensive and detailed knowledge about

the other firms required to exploit this potential fully.

We have briefly mentioned that two incubator start-ups are now collaborating to le-

verage a spinoff. Anecdotally, this can be described as “the exception that proves the

rule,” but it is worth noting that these are the only entrepreneurs that have emerged

from what we have labelled “start-up communities.” This may indicate that such start-

ups have a greater proclivity to be flexible and open-minded in terms of generating

novel ideas. It also indicates that they are willing to share critical resources with others

showing similar attitudes to their own.

Although internal networking was rarely related to critical network resources, the

sharing of the entrepreneurial experience was considered valuable for the firms in further

development of the business and because of the social and moral support it provided.

Since the start-up process can be lonely, with numerous barriers to overcome, interacting

with other entrepreneurs facing similar challenges can lessen this burden. It was import-

ant for the start-ups to reside in the incubator and be part of an entrepreneurial milieu for

these reasons. We can refer to these internal network resources, stemming from within

the incubator milieu, as mostly generic in nature.

External network resources provided by the incubator

The incubator management manages an extended network encompassing R&D in-

stitutions, public bodies, law firms, regional network organizations, investor groups,

a technology transfer office, and diverse industry contacts and networks. Hence,

the incubator management could provide contacts and information related to legal

counseling and accounting, business development programs, funding opportunities,

and other issues that were valuable for the firms. The technology transfer office organized

intensive innovation programs for entrepreneurs developing business models and market

plans, in which several of the incubator firms participated. These programs were adapted

to certain industries or classes of products, and they complemented the services

and business counseling directly provided by the incubator. They were reported to

be highly valued by the start-ups that participated in them.
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Another organization in the extended incubator network-organized events that con-

nected start-ups with potential investors. Some of the start-ups participated in these

events, but they reported marginal results, because of the lack of opportunities for

matchmaking or forming enduring relationships with potential investors. On the other

hand, given that our data stem from “the eye of the beholder,” i.e., business start-ups, it

could very well be that potential investors would have a different story to tell, such as

considering very few of the participating ventures to be worthy candidates for high-risk

investments.

Taken together, the incubator and its extended network contributed business devel-

opment programs to the start-ups and provided important information, contacts, and

networks on legal aspects and funding opportunities, among other benefits. In line with

the inter-tenant network resources, these advisory and strategic network resources can

be labelled generic in nature.

Synthesis of the findings

The incubator firms mainly relied on “private” external networks beyond the incubator

to acquire critical resources. These were identity-based and path-dependent networks

established prior to incubation or more recent calculative networks that they had actively

sought. Hence, the incubator firms took responsibility for acquiring networks and did not

rely solely on the incubator for critical network resources. This implies that the incubator

management, and the internal networks between incubator firms and the incubator’s

extended network, to a modest extent provided the firms with critical (idiosyncratic) ex-

ternal network resources but instead provided the start-ups with strategic and advisory

network resources that are more generic in nature. Hence, the research findings show that

practically all tenants had abundant external “private” network resources that can be

described as idiosyncratic (non-generic) in nature. All of the tenants had their own story

to tell about the development of these network resources, both before and after incuba-

tion. These external network resources were most critical for start-ups in all phases of the

enterprise development through their provision of R&D knowledge, access to monetary

funding, and market access.

Internal inter-tenant networking in the form of sharing the entrepreneurial experi-

ence with other incubator firms was also important, but it was more strongly related to

the similar phases that start-ups undergo as they evolve. It also served a social purpose,

such as satisfying the need to belong to a wider community. We therefore describe

these internal network resources as generic, because they satisfy the more common

needs of the firms. In contrast, external “private” network resources can be described

as idiosyncratic because they satisfy specific needs of an individual firm and are not

easily transferable across firm boundaries (Gibbert 2006; Aarstad 2014). As noted

above, the exceptions to these trends were the two incubated software firms that are

now in the process of leveraging a spinoff; however, we were unable to identify similar

patterns for the eight other firms.

We summarize our major empirical findings in Table 1. The “internal” inter-tenant

incubator network and the external network accessed through the incubator manage-

ment provide limited idiosyncratic resources but fairly abundant generic resources.

Most tenants have fairly abundant idiosyncratic external “private” network resources,
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but they report that they are in need of generic network resources. In other words,

incubation has played a crucial role in allowing at least some of the firms to gain access

to generic network resources, enabling them to learn about financial opportunities,

legal issues, and so on. The tenants have gained this knowledge through inter-tenant

networking and through professional assistance provided by the incubator manage-

ment. However, in terms of idiosyncratic network resources, the incubator seemed to

play a limited role for most firms. In other words, there appear to be few synergy

effects in terms of genuine spill-over effects and technological transfer between the

firms. In general, tenants report that this results from firm heterogeneity and to a

lesser degree from secrecy.

Discussion
As described above, the majority of networks that ensured critical resources in the

different phases of the life cycle of start-ups were external “private” networks that

were not related to the incubator milieu. In addition, the start-ups actively sought

new network resources (calculative networks) and used their own (path-dependent

and identity-based) networks acquired before incubation. The entrepreneurs only

to a limited degree relied on the incubator and its extended network to acquire

the critical network resources. Several factors may explain these findings.

One possible reason is that the venture idea typically had its origins in previous work

or R&D experience before the firms entered the incubator. The majority of the start-

ups had extensive networks to draw on when establishing the venture, and searched

their preexisting, path-dependent networks, which led to a path-dependent form of

evolution that according to Hite and Hesterly (2001) is quite common for entrepre-

neurs. At the early stage of establishing an entrepreneurial team, the start-ups mainly

drew upon identity-based networks, such as fellow students, researchers, or job col-

leagues. In the technology development phase, the firms relied on a mix of networks,

both identity-based and more calculative and intentionally managed networks. During

the late technology development phase, they needed other resources that were not

available in previous networks, and they proactively and calculatedly searched for pilot

customers and investors. Hence, the start-ups were able to shift to more calculative

networks and to balance identity-based and calculative networks, in the manner

emphasized by Hite and Hesterly (2001). Other studies of incubators and networking

(e.g., Sá and Lee 2012) support our findings, noting that the start-ups “claimed that most

of their strategic relations were established before locating at MaRS [the incubator] or

through their own effort” (p. 248).

Thus, our findings show that start-ups mainly relied on external “private” networks

to access critical resources. It may be evident that an incubator milieu would not pro-

vide financial and market resources, because such actors (investors and customers) do

Table 1 Network resources and the incubator’s role

Network resources

Idiosyncratic (non-generic) Generic

Internal inter-tenant incubator networks and external networks
accessed through incubator management

Limited Fairly abundant

External “private” networks not related to the incubator milieu Fairly abundant Variable
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not normally reside in incubators. On the other hand, we would expect that the incuba-

tor milieu could foster knowledge, innovation, and technology networks. Some of the

tenants had in fact used other tenants to assist them in specific development tasks, but

these contributions were not perceived as critical for the firms. Except for the case that

contributed to an incubator spinoff (noted above), tenants did not engage in extensive

knowledge, innovation, and technology-related networking with other tenants.

Even though some start-ups had certain commonalities with respect to technology or

market segments, they were nevertheless highly specialized. Tenants therefore experi-

enced difficulties in finding potential collaboration partners within the incubator. Thus,

because the firms were heterogeneous and highly specialized, it was difficult for the

incubator management to facilitate relevant internal networks. Hence, the firms needed

a larger pool of firms and contacts (beyond the incubator) to search for relevant

networks and network resources. Consistent with our findings, Sá and Lee (2012)

concluded that start-ups’ networking strategies were only to some extent fostered

by networks promoted by an incubator. Tötterman and Sten (2005) found that an

excessively diverse company mix among the tenants limited potential synergies and

hence reduced collaboration opportunities. They further concluded that relationships

among incubator tenants were not as sophisticated as previous research has suggested: “it

seems to be relatively rare that an incubator network is able to systematically provide

tenants with resources that would otherwise be unreachable for them” (p. 503).

Rivalry and secrecy among the tenants were other explanations for the scarcity of

networking among the start-ups in our study. Tenants differed somewhat with respect

to sharing knowledge and network resources. Some tenants were open and willing to

share and collaborate with other tenants, while others were reluctant. Some incubator

firms feared that engaging in collaboration in fundamental technology and other firm

assets would reveal essential business secrets and put the competitive advantage of the

firm at risk. With respect to their own networks related to parties such as customers

and investors, some emphasized the rivalry dimension and the risk of losing out in

competition with others. Previous studies on incubators also refer to these issues. Sá

and Lee (2012) observed conflicts around collaborative aspirations among tenants and

obligations to protect their intellectual property. Furthermore, the tenants they studied

were concerned about competition because there were overlapping business interests

and limited resources, partners, and clients. This is especially the case for shared in-

vestor resources, which are considered to be scarce in Bergen. Cooper et al. (2012)

found that a lack of trust among tenants and the fear that information would not be

treated confidentially were a barrier to collaboration and a sharing culture. Oakey

(2007) noted that entrepreneurs were reluctant to discuss their new product ideas with

other entrepreneurs for fear that their intellectual property would be copied.

A final explanation for the limited extent of inter-tenant information sharing reported

in our study was the lack of knowledge about other tenants. Without the necessary

knowledge, it was difficult to identify potential synergies and areas for collaboration.

All incubator firms had some contact with other tenants, but they lacked the compre-

hensive and detailed knowledge about the other firms required to exploit this potential

fully. The entrepreneurs recognized that internal networking could be strengthened

within the incubator. More informal contact, common seminars where tenants present

their projects, and a more developed “sharing” culture could remedy this. The above
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findings have also been identified in previous research (e.g., Cooper et al. 2012;

Tötterman and Sten 2005).

Conclusions
Recently, an increasing number of studies have shown how business incubation can

provide start-ups with network resources. Our study adds to this literature in that we

have compared incubator-provided network resources, inter-tenant networking, and

the tenants’ “private” path-dependent trajectory of external network resources that are

not related to the incubator milieu. To our knowledge, this is the first study intended

to distinguish and systematize incubator firms’ network resources according to these

dimensions. Therefore, our research builds on prior studies, yet contributes to and

advances scholarly research by providing a nuanced picture of network opportun-

ities provided by incubators, and by distinguishing the types and nature of different

network resources that reside within and beyond the incubator.

Overall, our data indicate that incubation can provide generic network resources but

to a lesser extent offers idiosyncratic (non-generic) network resources. It can therefore

be argued that incubator-provided networks can complement, but not substitute, ten-

ants’ external “private” networks, which appear to be crucial for access to idiosyncratic

resources.

In addition to contributing to the scholarly literature, we argue that our study also

has implications for policy makers and incubator managers. First and foremost, incuba-

tion in itself appears to be no “quick fix” for tenants to ensure the necessary network

resources to develop and grow; nor does it appear that an incubator can serve solely as

a catalyst for the provision of critical network resources. Notwithstanding these limita-

tions, an incubator definitely plays a crucial role in that it can provide necessary assist-

ance in terms of generic network resources. Some of the tenants also report that social

events can spur inspiration, acquaintance, and a sense of “belonging” (“we are in this

together”) in pursuit of leveraging their venture. In particular, it appears that physical

proximity propels social acquaintances, which is also in line with studies cited above

(Bøllingtoft 2012; Cooper et al. 2012).

Furthermore, it is interesting to learn that incubator network resources tend to have

traits similar to those of identity-based network resources because they are not mainly

governed by economic interests, but at the same time, they are not path-dependent.

Inter-tenant network resources, therefore, can have a mix of nonbinding weak-ties

(Granovetter 1973) properties that also provide non-redundant information from

different perspectives (Burt 1992). These are topics for further investigation in future

incubation research.

Future research should finally aim to gain further knowledge about our observation

that entrepreneurs emerging from so-called “start-up communities” were able to share

idiosyncratic resources, enabling the establishment of a spinoff. We need to know if

these findings can be generalized beyond the two cases studied here. This may have im-

plications on recruitment policy and the management of business incubators. To our

knowledge, comparisons of different entrepreneurial styles have not been carried out

with reference to incubation research.

Data were gathered from only a limited number of firms residing in one incubator.

Thus, future researchers should aim to gather data from a larger pool of start-ups
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residing in a variety of incubators. Data were furthermore gathered retrospectively.

Longitudinal studies are therefore warranted in future studies, in which the candidate

firms are followed through the pre-founding and pre-incubation stages, the incubation

stage, and preferably into the post-incubation stages. Comparative studies should also

be conducted in which the networking patterns of incubated start-ups are compared

longitudinally with non-incubated start-ups.

Methods
Research context

Our empirical data stem from archival information and semi-structured interviews with

entrepreneurial tenants at a not-for-profit and publicly funded technology incubator in

Bergen, Norway. Criteria for acceptance as tenants are that the start-ups in some way

are knowledge-intensive and show potential for growth. Occupancy in the incubator is

normally limited to 3 years. The incubator provides the tenants with business counsel-

ing that strengthens start-ups and helps them focus on the commercialization and mar-

ket orientation of the venture. Furthermore, the incubator management organizes

seminars on relevant topics, such as how to prepare for investors, choice of intellectual

property rights strategy, selling, and contracting. The incubator also offers a social and

professional environment with other start-ups, office space (“below market” rent), other

relevant infrastructure (e.g., Internet), and access to the incubator’s extended network.

In addition to the general manager, the incubator has two business developers who

work part-time, one communication manager (part-time), and one student on intern-

ship (part-time).

The incubator collaborates closely with an extended network of organizations

supporting and fostering innovation. A number of these organizations are localized

in close proximity to the incubator. One of them is a technology transfer office,

which is responsible for organizing intensive innovation programs to entrepreneurs

to strengthen the commercial focus of the start-ups. One organization connects entrepre-

neurs with potential investors during specific events. A third provider of external network

resources is a seed capital fund that invests in Norwegian technology start-ups at an early

stage of their enterprise development. The incubator also collaborates with a wider

regional network of organizations and networks supporting innovation, other regional

incubators, and regional industry clusters.

Data

Our data methodology can be described as an embedded case study (Yin 2003) that ex-

plores issues occurring in a realistic context and is designed to combine an inductive

and deductive approach (Eisenhardt 1989). Before conducting interviews with tenants,

we conducted a semi-structured interview with the incubator manager to gain an over-

view of the incubator and the facilities it provides. We also searched publicly available

information about the tenants’ financial status and their own presentations on their

Internet home pages.

We developed an interview guide in which the questions were grounded in relevant

research on entrepreneurs and networks (Hite and Hesterly 2001; Lechner and Dowling

2003; Lechner et al. 2006). Ten interviews with incubator firms were used in the data
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analyses for this study. At the time of data collection, which took place during early

2013, the incubator had 14 tenants. Two tenants were in “post-incubation” and not

relevant to our study. Thus, we have interview data from 10 of 12 relevant incubator

firms. Each interview lasted for approximately 1.5 h. The interviews were recorded

and subsequently transcribed. During the interviews, our specific intent was to

scrutinize the tenants’ perceptions of network resources leveraged or facilitated by

the incubator, as opposed to the path-dependent trajectory of their own “private”

network resources.

The data were analyzed with reference to Miles et al. (2014). The analysis began with

descriptive coding, process coding, and evaluation coding. We also applied deductive

coding based on the initial theoretical framework of the research and inductive coding

as the analysis and interpretation of data emerged. Subsequently, we analyzed pattern

codes, that is, searching for categories and themes. We also explored eventual causal

relationships and explanations in the data and investigated the relationships between

individuals and firms. Three of the researchers conducted the interviews, and all

researchers contributed to the analyses and interpretation of the data. This re-

search collaboration developed inter-subjectivity and strengthened the validity and

reliability of the research and hence reduced potential personal bias and “going na-

tive” biases (Miles et al. 2014).

Description of the interviewed tenants

The majority of the tenants are knowledge- and technology-intensive firms, developing

or producing hardware (e.g., oil and chemical spill recovery systems) or software

products (e.g., mobile applications or web-based tools). Four firms target the offshore

oil and gas sector, which is important in the region. Other firms are anchored in the

regional media cluster or position themselves in relation to other service industries

(see Table 2).

Three of the firms that target the offshore oil and gas sector deploy research-based

technology, and they have relied on research collaboration and research funding to

develop it. The founders have acquired research networks through their master’s or

PhD studies, but they also have close connections to the industry and potential cus-

tomers. Five firms are in fields in which the founders have previous experience, while

two sprung out of the founders’ participation in and relations with what can be labelled

a “start-up community” of young entrepreneurs. Five of the incubator firms have relatively

young founders, of which four have founders with limited relevant work experience. Most

of the other founders have extensive work experience, either in the region or internation-

ally. The start-ups have limited or no prior entrepreneurial experience. Most start-ups

consist of entrepreneurial teams of between two and five employees.

All firms are in an early phase of their life cycle. In terms of a stage approach to the

evolution of firms (Lewis and Churchill 1983), six of the firms can be classified as being

in the emergence phase, where they experience a high degree of uncertainty regarding

resources, routines, and product development. Four of the firms are in the early growth

phase, where they require both more extensive and a wider range of resources than was

first needed, such as technological development resources, pilot customers, investors,

and financial funding. We address the issue of network orientation below.
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Table 2 Descriptive summary of the interviewed tenant firms

Firm number (year established) Product type Target sector Origin of venture idea Founders’ age Relevant work
experience

Previous entrepreneurial
experience

Entrepreneurial stage Network orientation

1 (2007) Software Oil and gas R&D institution Middle aged Some None Early growth Calculative

2 (2007) Software Oil and gas Previous work experience Middle aged Limited None Early growth Identity

3 (2009) Hardware Oil and gas R&D institution Young Limited None Early growth Calculative

4 (2011) Hardware Oil and gas R&D institution Middle aged Extensive None Emergence Calculative

5 (2007) Software Media Previous work experience Middle aged Extensive None Early growth Calculative

6 (2010) Software Media Previous work experience Middle aged Extensive Limited Emergence Identity

7 (2011) Software Restaurant Start-up community Young Limited None Emergence Identity

8 (2011) Software Media Previous work experience Young Limited None Emergence Identity

9 (2011) Software Finance Previous work experience Young Some None Emergence Identity

10 (2010) Software Media Start-up community Young Limited None Emergence Identity
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